Abstract. Previously the production of focused, undistorled. synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) images in a routine way has been described. The means by which information about the scene can be extracted from the resultant images is discussed here. The importance of prior knowledge about the form of the scene for interpreting the image data is shown. Different types 01 model are introduced and their implications for information extraction are examined.
introduction
A discussion of the extraction of information from SAR images obviously embraces an enormous field. Rather than attempting an exhaustive survey, which could only deal with individual aspects in a very cursory fashion, a more restrictive treatment is given here. Aspects of the topic which have been of particular interest to the SAR research team at RSRE in the remote sensing area are detailed. The primary concern of this paper is thus with the extraction of information about the general SAR scene rather than specific targets. This would he described as background clutter in a military surveillance context. Though this represents only a subset of the topic, it serves to highlight some of the basic principles underlying the subject. In particular, it makes clear the major differences between SAR and optical image interpretation which require a whole gamut of different techniques.
Previous work (Oliver 1989a) described the stages by which focused, undistorted, SAR images can be obtained in a routine manner. Techniques of motion compensation, autofocusing and phase correction were outlined leading to images whose resolution achieved the theoretical limit under all conditions and whose residual distortion could be shown to be of the same order as the resolution. Thus the key problems of SAR as an imaging sensor can he resolved leading to near perfect image quality. The next stage, which is the subject of this review, is to consider to what extent we may derive useful information about the scene from such images. There are two main restrictions to this process. Firstly, since SAR is a coherent imaging process it suffers from speckle which introduces 100% multiplicative noise. Secondly, the resolution of SAR systems is usually comparable with many of the objects of interest within the scene, e.g. houses, trees or vehicles. This means that, unlike with many optical images, there is 0022-3727191/091493 + 22 $03.50 0 1991 IOP Publishing Ltd very little redundancy in the image and any image interpretation must retain all the information in the original data.
The process of image understanding always involves interpretation in the light of some prior knowledge about the scene. The ability to extract information is therefore determined by the scope and reliability of the set of prior knowledge the observer has at his disposal. This prior knowledge is encapsulated in terms of models. We shall introduce a variety of such models in turn. In each case they may be exploited in extracting further information than is contained merely in the original image. However, the models have limited range of validity outside which any interpretation made will be erroneous. In each instance the limits of the model will be indicated.
First, a physical scattering model is introduced in section 2 which describes the underlying scatterer distribution which gives rise to speckle. In sections 3.1 to 3.3 a series of processes which exploit this model in removing speckle from SAR images is described, In addition to the scattering model, a specific model for the underlying cross section is introduced in section 4. This asserts that the scene may be represented as consisting of regions of unknown size and position hut with the same unknown underlying cross section. This cartoon model is exploited in section 5 to perform intensity segmentation of SAR scenes by region growing (section 5.1), region fitting (section 5.2) and edge detection (section 5.3). If we exploit simultaneously the image linearity resulting from the processing methods described previously (Oliver 1989a ) and a segmentation process we may examine pairs of SAR images to detect changes, as described in section 6 . However, there comes a point where the cartoon model provides an inadequate representation of the scene, e.g. when imaging woods. A correlated noise model is introduced in section 7, to describe the fluctuations in the surface cross section, which is demonstrated to provide a good description of many types of natural clutter. In section 8 the means whereby this correlated noise clutter model can be exploited in detection theory (section 8.1), clutter simulation (section 8.2), and in texture classification and segmentation (section 8.3) are discussed. However, this model too has its limitations, as shown in section 9.
Throughout the review examples are presented of images and processing methods taken from research undertaken using the RSRE airborne X-band SAR and the associated image processing facility.
Physlcal scattering model
In this section the lowest level model to describe SAR images is presented. This incorporates the physical processes underlying the image formation and is termed the physical scattering model. Since the imaging process is well understood, this model is expected to have wide applicability and can be treated with confidence.
Speckle in coherent imaging
Figure 1 shows part of a typical SAR image of some open fields and woods. A striking feature of this image is the speckle which covers the scene which is a universal property of coherent imaging, observed in laser, radar and sonar scattering. When incident waves are scattered by a random distribution of scatterers the resulting scattered field contains random interference terms. Provided that the scattering volume has a depth greater than a wavelength, the phase of the individual contributions will vary randomly over 2z. The total field is thus the sum of a large number of randomly phased contributions such that N % = 2 ai exp(irpi) (2.1)
where ai represents the scattering amplitude at position j , ' pi the phase and N the total number of scatterers. It is assumed that ai is a random variable which is uncorrelated for different scatterers, i.e. for j # k. This summation is equivalent to a random walk of real and imaginary components, %r and gi. For large N i t would be expected that each component to have a Gaussian probability density function (PDF) from the central limit theorem, i.e. while the intensity Z = / %I 2 has a negative exponential P(Z) = -exp ( -6).
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This is the classical Rayleigh speckle phenomenon (Dainty 1975 , Goodman 1976 , Skolnik 1981 which underlies all coherent imaging. Provided there is no overall fluctuation in underlying cross section from pixel to pixel, the spatial average over many pixels will be equal to the ensemble average so that the nth normalized moment of the detected intensity will be given by 21%/ 
I%I2 (IW)
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(2.5)
We may confirm the validity of the speckle statistics for SAR imaging in table 1 by comparing the predicted and observed factorial moments for the region in figure 1 denoted by the rectangular boundary. When the uncertainties in the data are accounted for , it is apparent that the moments have the expected form (Luttrell and Oliver 1986, 1988) for the first four moments. For higher moments the data are consistently lower than predicted.
One consequence of the speckle statistics becomes apparent when the predicted statistical fluctuations in the intensity is examined. From equation (2.5) it is observed that the standard deviation (SD) of the detected intensity is given by AZ = (var(Z))"2 = ( r ) (2.6) so that the uncertainty is equal to the mean value. This is why speckle can be described as 100% multiplicative noise.
The scattering model
Let us now assume that the scattered radiation is imaged with some instrument response h(x) so that the total received field at positionx will be given by (Oliver 1984 (Oliver , 1985a N %(x) = C. ai exp(iqj)h(x -x i ) (2.7)
where xj is the position of the jth scatterer and the instrument function is assumed to be translation invariant. The physical scattering model then supposes that every pixel, defined in terms of this instrument function, contains a large number of randomly positioned scatterers so that fully developed speckle is observed. It is not actually proposed here that in radar imaging scattering takes place from a set of randomly distributed point scatterers as this model suggests. What is asserted here is that one cannot distinguish any detail of the structure on a scale much less than the resolution cell size. Thus, any model which gives the same value for the scattered field per pixel may be regarded as an equivalent representation. This discrete scatterer representation is obviously a very simple one which nevertheless contains the essential features. Throughout the review I shall adopt a one-dimensional version of the SAR processing for simplicity. The original references (Oliver 1984 (Oliver , 1985a give a full twodimensional form if required; however, all the physics can be expressed in this one-dimensional treatment. Based on equation (2.7), the detected intensity will then be given by
(2.8) Taking the ensemble average over all possible configurations j and k leads to a despeckled intensity ID which has been averaged over all phases. All cross terms corresponding to interference between different scatterers then average out leaving contributions only from those cases where j = k , i.e. the same scatterer. Thus N ID 3 11 x U j , / h ( X -X j ) / 2 (2.9) j = l where vuj = aja,?, uj is the cross section at position j and q is the constant of proportionality. Note that the total intensity depends only on the sum of the individual scatterer cross sections. Equation (2.9) is equivalent to incoherent imaging of the cross section fluctuations. The instrument function h(x) introduces correlations between intensities at positions whose relative displacement is less than the instrument resolution. This determines the size of the individual speckle blobs observed.
In any particular realization of intensity we expect the observed value to fluctuate about this mean value, defined by the overall cross section, with a negative exponential PDF, as in equation (2.4). It should be apparent that this model, which specifically rejects interference terms between discrete scatterers making up some object, is not appropriate as a description of targets which are likely to be dominated by a few, characteristically positioned, scattering centres. Under these conditions the relative phase of the scatterers is certainly important and is used, for example, in performing super-resolution processing. This scattering model is only suitable as a representation of a random variable, such as clutter. However, for any given pixel in a sAR image it is very difficult to state, on the basis of the image data alone, whether the model is applicable or not. Certainly as a first stage in image interpretation we may be confident that it describes the vast majority of the pixels within a scene.
A further consequence of the model, arising from equation (2.9), is that in addition to the effects of speckle we would also expect to observe variations due to fluctuations in the underlying cross section. In figure  1 , therefore, the fact that other structures are visible within the scene, corresponding to a wooded region, is due to these cross section fluctuations which are then combined with the speckle process and imaged. Thus, the model states that the expected intensity in each pixel is a sample taken randomly from a negativeexponential PDF with a cross section corresponding to the phase-averaged intensity as defined in equation (2.9). Hence
where P(I1 U), the conditional probability of observing intensity I from cross section U, is given by
Statistical properties of scattered radiation
From equation (2.1) it is immediately obvious that the average field contribution is zero, since all the phase terms average out. The average value of the detected intensity is found from (2.8) by averaging over all phases and also over all values of cross section. Thus the ensemble average intensity is given by
The simplest spatial correlation property we can define is the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the received field defined by (Oliver 19x6) g g ' ( x ) = (%(X)%*(X+X))/(I)
13)
Taking the ensemble average over all possible phases a non-zero resultant is obtained only when j = k . Thus, as before, no interference terms between different scatte.rers are observed. Note that the cross section variations cancel out and the received field ACF depends only on the instrument function. Thus measurement of the field ACF may be used to determine the ACF of the instrument function (Oliver 198Sa, 1986) . In general, this only enables the definition of the envelope of the instrument function since there are ambiguities in the phase variations. Provided that the instrument is correctly focused, however, the instrument function for SAR, assuming a uniform beam weighting, has the simple form
where L,, is the length of the synthetic aperture, RI, the range and A the radar wavelength. The first part of (2.14) is the envelope for a unilorm weighted beam while the second describes the phase when focused. Under these conditions, we may use the envelope derived from (2.13) combined with the phase term from (2.14) to characterize the system. The response of this system to a point target, i.e. the resolution, then has the expected profile. However, if the SAR reference function is not matched to the filter, the response will contain terms corresponding to the mismatched phase contributions (see equation (4.9) of Oliver (1989a) ). The ACF of the observed speckle, described in equation (2.13). is then not related to the instrumental response to a point target. For the following discussion we shall assume that the SAR is in fact correctly focused using the techniques described previously. The intensity ACF may he derived in a similar fashion, exploiting the same scatterer properties.
Again we find that the result does not depend on any scattering amplitude coherent interference terms which have averaged out. We may separate the ACF into four distinct terms, each having a different physical source.
Hence g~' ( x )~( l ( x ) l ( x + x ) ) / ( I ) z = 1 +Ig;'(X)l' of the surface ACF, g$*'(j, k ) -1. The first of these, the third term, corresponds to incoherent imaging of the cross section fluctuations; the fourth to coherent interference between these fluctuations. The fourth term decays rapidly outside the instrumental width and has a similar, though not identical, form to the second term (Oliver 198Sa, 1986) . Thus, only the third term of the intensity ACF carries information about the surface cross section fluctuations. The single-point moments of the intensity at zero lag are also of importance. These can be defined by (Oliver 1985) Thus, the intensity moments depend on the cross section moments. The factor n! is due to the number of possible terms which contributc to a non-zero result, when all possible phases are considered. For example, the fourth moment contains 8 different phase terms which must be grouped in pairs with J ! different possible configurations.
So far I have derived the correlation properties of the detected intensity without making any assumptions about the scatterer properties other than those specific to the physical scattering model. I have shown that all the correlation moments, which average correlations between pixels, may be expressed solely in terms of correlations in the underiying surface cross section. Coherent interference effects are specifically excluded by this model, except as the means whereby the speckle is introduced.
3.
Implications of the scattering model for speckle reduction
In this section ways in which the physical scattering model can be used to improve SAR image quality by removing speckle are considered. Let f D ( x ) be the underiying despeckled intensity. This will differ from the actual intensity such that the mean-square error is consistent with the speckle statistics. For single-look SAR this error would he given by map onto the observed intensity. From (3.1) we sec that any form of & ( x ) that reproduces I(x) too closely has too small a n error and is attempting to include the speckle fluctuations. What is required is some 'smooth' form consistent with equation (3.1). This will have the minimum possible structure. Selecting which reconstruction is to be preferred is a typical inverse problem which has to he tackled by introducing some form of prior knowledge about the properties of the scene and the imaging process. This may he encapsulated in some model, either analytic or phenomenological.
The physical scattering model predicts that, for single-look SAR, every pixel has an intensity which is a member of a negative-exponential distribution whose mean value is proportional to the underlying cross section U , as shown in equations (2.10) and (2.11). If we assume that the pixel spacing is selected to match the instrumental resolution then the intensity is uncorrelated from pixel to pixel. An obvious method for reducing speckle is then to sum the intensities of N neighbouring independent pixels leading to a reduction in the noise SD by N ' " . This is the basis of N-look TAR. Under these conditions the actual form of the summed intensity is gamma distributed (Porcello et a/ 1976). We may reduce the speckle noise by increasing the number oE pixels we sum. Such a process is illustrated in figure 2. In figure 2(a) we show a typical single-look SAR scene displayed on a logarithmic scale. In figure  2 (b) the same image is shown after it has been convolved with a symmetrical cosine-weighted filter of radius 7 pixels. It is apparent that the effects of speckle have indeed been reduced as expected. However, the obvious side effects are a degradation of the resolution and a reduction in contrast. This low-pass filtering is undesirable since many targets of interest subtend only a few pixels in a SAR image. Various other types of filter which appear to smooth speckle while retaining strong cross section fluctuations have been studied, e.g. the median filter (Pratt 1978 , Crimmins 1985 and the sigma filter (Lee 1983) . Often one can obtain improved performance by iterating these to attain a non-linear filter (Lee 1983 . Crimmins 1985 . Alternatively, one may adopt a geometric filter concept ah inilio, such as the iterative complementary hulling algorithm proposed by Crimmins (1985) or the homomorphic filter method of Oppenheim et nl(1968) . While such schemes have some desirable aspects, such as computation simplicity, they do not have a rigorous physical basis. In the following sections some types of adaptive filter which can be analysed theoretically are discussed.
Adaptive linear despeckling
The first approach of this kind is to use adaptive linear filtering to remove speckle. One technique is based on selecting a reconstruction which gives a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) when compared with the data (Lee 1981 , Frost et n l 1982 , Kuan er al 1987 . In this section the formalisms of Lee and Kuan er al which Let us now assume that we can express the estimate for the despeckled intensity in the form of a linear adaptive filter such that I, = ( I ) + k;(l; -(I)) (3.3) where the angled brackets denote local averaging around pixel j . This local averaging is to allow for the effects of variation in both mean and variance across the scene and implies a non-stationary mean and variance. We, now minimize the mean-square residual between I, and q(u)o, to optimize the choice of k;.
Kuan et ul (1987) use the form of I; defined in equation (3.2) from which we obtain the condition that the gain parameter k, is given by
(3.4) We cannot determine Var(o) directly, however, so it is estimated from the local intensity. Hence the MMSE solution yields Rather than using the exact expression for 1, in equation (3.2), Lee (1980) approximates it with the optimal linear form, which is equivalent to a first-order Taylor expansion. This approximation is poor for 100% multiplicative noise, as encountered in singlc-look SAR images.
Both the adaptive filter methods described above smooth regions of low contrast and tend to preserve high-contrast areas, such as strong targets. An example of this MMSE reconstruction, based on the exact form for the intensity, is shown in figure 2(c), for the same scene as that in figures 2(a) and ( b ) . On inspection, the results show the desired effects. However, the appearance is marred by excess noise visible around strong features. Some of this effect can be reduced by iterating this type of linear filter (Kuan et al 1987) and thus implementing a non-linear filter. Another problem observed resolution for isolated strong features. The strong target is surrounded by a weak 'halo' of the same size as the low-pass filter function in figure 2(b). This effect can be improved by redefining the local area over which the average is calculated in the presence of strong fluctuations (Lee 1981) . This is achieved by applying gradient masks to the averaging region to detect the presence of edges, and then selecting appropriate redefined local regions.
As an alternative to the introduction of further levels of processing, which lead to a final non-linear process, we can adopt a non-linear approach from the start.
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Analytic Bayesian speckle reduction
Speckle reduction can be based on a Bayesian approach leading to the non-linear maximum a posferiori (MAP) filter (Kuan ef all987). We are faced with the inverse problem of deducing the underlying cross section U , from the measured (speckled) intensity 1. Baye's rule for this process then states that P(Ol1) = P (~l U ) P (~) / P (~) (3.6) where P(ol1) is the a posteriori PDF, the required result; P(1lu) is the likelihood function which describes the forward imaging process, including the instrumental resolution and speckle effects; P(u) is the U priori PDF which describes the properties of the underlying cross section and P ( f ) is the data PDF defined by equation (2.10). Since P(1) is the integral of the numerator of the right-hand side (RHS) of (3.6) over 1498 all U it acts as a normalizing factor and can be ignored. Hence the ML estimate for the despeckled intensity
which is identical to the observed speckled intensity.
The denominator on the RHS merely corrects for the fact that the original pixels have already been summed over N samples. The ML solution is obviously not physically reasonable, as we discussed at the beginning of section 3, since we know that the data contains speckle imposed on the underlying cross section.
Implicit to the Bayesian approach to the inverse problem is that we can only extract more information about the underlying cross section at a particular pixel if we already know its overall PDF. Kuan et al (1987) assume this to be Gaussian, leading to a cubic form for the MAP despeckled intensity estimate (3.10) However, as is well known, and discussed in section 7, clutter is better represented by a gamma-distributed cross section of the form where r ( u ) is the gamma function of order U . This leads to a K-distributed intensity PDF for single-look SAR (Jakeman and Pusey 1976 , Ward 1981 , Fante 1984 , Jao 1984 , Oliver 1984 , 1985a , b, 1986 . The order parameter v describes the depth of fluctuation in the cross section since Var(u) = l / v . For uniform regions U is infinite, while for regions of high contrast (e.g. towns) it may be much less than one (Oliver 1985b) . The a priori term in the MAP solution then takes the form For either form of prior PDF, Var(u) or U must be estimated from the local intensity as before.
A I MAP reconstructions derived from equations (3.10) and (3.13) are illustrated in figures 2(d) (Gaussian) and 2(e) (gamma distributed). In performing these reconstructions we find that for regions of low contrast the solutions may occasionally be either very large or, for the Gaussian PDF, no longer real. This stems from the approximation made in deriving Var(u) from Var(l). Accordingly, for values of the estimated relative variance Var(u)/(u)2 less than 1/2 (U > 2) we adopt the MMSE reconstruction which tends to smooth the fluctuations. We also observe degraded resolution in figure 2(d) associated with the fact that strong underlying cross section fluctuations are not well described by a Gaussian PDF. Both reconstructions yield a dark region surrounding each bright region. This is associated with the bias of the estimated local statistics introduced by a neighbouring strong scatterer. The bias results in a large value for the estimated local variance which, in turn, causes dim pixels to be reconstructed even darker.
In general, bright objects are reconstructed with a better resolution when a gamma-distributed PDF is assumed, reflecting the more physical basis for that PDF. However, the tendency to form dark fringes round bright regions is exaggerated when compared with figure 2(d). Nevertheless, this reconstruction is certainly to be preferred where fidelity in target reconstruction is important.
Bayesian reconstruction by stochastic relaxation with annealing
In the previous section the MAP despeckled image was reconstructed based on prior knowledge of the form of the single-point PDF of the underlying cross section. There was no attempt to represent the correlations between the cross section in neighbouring pixels. A technique which performs a Bayesian MAP reconstruction based on these local correlation properties has been proposed (Geman and Geman 1984 , Wolberg and Pavlidis 1985 , Kelly et al 1988 . The underlying theory has been described in detail in the seminal paper by Geman and Geman (1984) to which the interested reader is referred. We shall present a much simplified form of this discussion.
The underlying cross section is a hidden variable, since it is unobservable. We represent it as a Markov random field (MRF) whose properties are expressed in terms of the correlations between neighbouring pixels. The MRF representation is equivalent to characterizing the cross section by a Gibbs distribution which is defined as p c S ) = -e x p [ -y ] 1 (3.14) Z where Z is a normalizing constant and can be ignored, and Tis a parameter corresponding to a temperature in the simulated annealing process which will be adopted.
Initially this may be set to unity. U(S) is the Gibbs energy function which can be expressed in terms of the local potential. For each pixel; we have a neighbouring set of pixels N ( j ) whose values affect the new estimate of j . U(S) can then be expressed as
where V is a potential function computed from the values of the neighbourhood which uniquely incorporates the prior knowledge. In the detection process the hidden variable, S is distorted randomly to yield the observed image 1. The relationship between the observed intensity and the underlying cross section is then described in terms of Bayes' rule, equation (3.6), using the form of the a priori PDF P(S) defined in equation (3.14). Unlike the method described in section 3.2, this reconstruction must now account for the correlations between the pixels in the neighbourhood so that one cannot merely reconstruct each pixel value separately. The technique of stochastic relaxation with annealing (SRA) is an iterative method which converges on the MAP reconstruction. Let S be the current estimate of the underlying cross section image and let U", uI . . . uK-l be the possible values that a pixel can take on. At each iteration the SRA technique performs the following procedure.
by substituting the value of j with each of the possible values.
(ii) Calculate the value of the likelihood functions P(IIS,) for each i .
(iii) Calculate the value of the a posteriori term for each i .
(iv) Select the new pixel value randomly from the i possibilities with probability p , . Initially these iterations use a version of Gibbs distribution (equation (3.14)) with a large value of T. This generates a broad apriori PDF so that there is little bias on which state is chosen. This avoids the problem of settling into a false minimum. As the iterations progress the value of T is reduced to make the distribution narrower so that it settles into the MAP state.
A critical step in this process is the definition of the potential within the neighbourhood V ( N ( j ) ) , which encapsulates the prior knowledge. We may assume a limited number of cross section values (Wolberg and PdvlidiS 1985) . Alternatively, different forms of prior knowledge about the local potential can also be introduced based, for example, on assuming that the cross section image is a circularly symmetric Gaussian-Markov random field characterized by a variance and two correlation lengths (Kelly el al 1988) . A key problem with all such schemes is that we do not know, ab initio, what the scene comprises. Successful reconstruction has been demonstrated using these techniques on images that have been simulated based on the same, defined, prior knowledge. However, the use of simple 1499 / heuristic models on real scenes gives generally poor results (Wolberg and Pavlidis 1985) . In order to circumvent this difficulty Kelly et a1 (1988) propose a twolevel iterative process in which we attempt to reconstruct using a simple form of prior knowledge. After this has progressed for some time we rederive the form of the prior knowledge to resemble the current representation more closely. The process is then iterated until stability occurs.
A crucial drawback of all SRA techniques is the computation time required. This is strongly dependent on the number of cross section levels permitted in the process. Reasonable reconstructions of simple, simulated, multiplicative-noise images have been reported for three (Geman and Geman 1984) , two, four and eight (Kelly el al 1988) levels of cross section. Kelly et a! also reconstructed real SAR images showing the potential of the method. For a small number of permitted states, the quality of the reconstruction is then determined by quantization noise, rather than the information theoretic limit set by the speckle. In terms of equation (3.1) this implies that the mean square residual is much greater than the limiting condition. Since the reconstruction takes place into a limited number of states it is more akin to a segmentation process than the continuous reconstructions described in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
The success of the SRA approach depends on the choice of prior knowledge about the underlyiirg scciic, which is impossible either to justify or test. The difficulty in reconstructing real scenes, as opposed m simulated ones, is due to the inadequacy of the heuristic prior knowledge employed (Wolberg and Pavlidis 1985) . Another disadvantage of SRA rclatcs to the form of prior knowledge, which is severely localized. Correlations over long ranges have to be represented in terms of propagation between different neighbourhoods as the process iterates. Not only is this indirect link somewhat tenuous, but it takes many iterations for any effect to propagate. Thus the method is inevitably poor at representing large correlation lengths. A complctcly diffcrent approach has been adopted by White (1991b) who has proposed a form of potential which allows for discrete changes of intensity at boundaries in the texture, while retaining a continuous variation within the regions so defined. This avoids some of the difficulties associated with the biasing of the reconstruction of weak features around a strong one.
The approach lies somewhere between the other methods and a segmentation process. The results of this form of SRA, applied to the image in figure 2(a), are illustrated in figure 2(f). The reconstruction is significantly more realistic than other examples of simulated annealing. It also yields a smoother reconstruction of background clutter than other despeckling methods while retaining most of the highresolution target-like features. The success of this scheme is derived from the choice of a more appropriate form of prior knowledge. It is apparent that the fluctuation of the intensity between each of the 1500 boundaries is much less significant in forming the reconstruction than the ability to form the boundaries as required. In common with the previous SRA methods this is still computer intensive, taking about three orders of magnitude longer than the MAP filter reconstructions in section 3.2. The problem is endemic to simulated annealing techniques since they update the whole image on every iteration. White avoids some of the worst problems in this respect since he treats the separate segments he identifies completely independently, which reduces the computation load enormously. However, the problems encountered with all the region-growing algorithms considered so far suggests that it may be more productive to consider other types of segmentation process, perhaps depending on different forms of prior knowledge.
Constant cross section (cartoon) model
In the previous section the physical scattering model was exploited, which related the observed intensity to a hidden variable, the underlying cross section. The model explained why SAR images are dominated by the multiplicative speckle noise. The despeckled reconstructions extracted essentially all the information possible based on that simple form of prior knowledge. In the MAP reconstruction technique we explicitly introJuced iuriher prior knowledge about the underiying cross section, in thc form of the single-pixel PDF, in order to derive a more realistic reconstruction, certainly so far as strong scatterers are concerned. This relationship between the amount of prior knowledge introduced and the quality of the derived information is one of the major factors in SAR image interpretation. Indeed, throughout this review a variety of such models of varying levels of sophistication are introduced, and their consequences examined so far as information extraction is concerned. In this section a simple heuristic model is introduced which attempts to describe the manner in which the underlying cross section varies from pixel-io-pixel in piace uf ilic singie-pixei PLXwhich ignores any such correlation.
In many instances a useful way of describing SAR images is to divide the image into regions of similar intensity. Thus, one is introducing a further level of modelling which postulates that the image consists of regions of approximately constant underlying cross section. When such images are imaged coherently the resulting speckle noise means that, though neighbouring cross sections could be very similar, the associated intensities would be random numbers selected from a negative-exponential PDF, for single-look SAR. Two different levels of the model can be envisaged. In the first we merely assert that there is a tendency for neighbouring pixels to have the same intensity. This is a comparatively weak form of prior knowledge, not expressed in quantitative terms, which would not be expected to yield large improvements in image understanding. As a development of this model we may attempt to specify the manner in which the pixels are related in terms of correlation properties leading to MAP reconstruction based on stochastic relaxation with annealing, as discussed in section 3.3. In the second model a much stronger form of prior knowledge is introduced in which it is asserted that the underlying cross section can be represented as a cartoon of regions of constant cross section. The associated form of information extraction is then to derive the unknown position, shape and strength of each region of the cartoon representation. Since the model is analytic we may adopt analytic tests for the goodness of fit of the model prediction Sj to the observed SAR image, I, at each pixel j . For example, the estimate for the normalized squared residual error, which is related to the meansquare residual error defined in equation (3.1), is defined by over the M pixels making up the region. In the limit of large region sizes and pure, single-look speckle this normalized residual tends to unity. In a given sample size the estimate E will he biased and will have an associated uncertainty ) which can be used in analytic tests of the goodness of fit of the reconstruction based on the intensity cartoon model, rather than the somewhat ad hoc tests that can be employed when performing reconstructions based on the weaker model of intensity similarity.
Implications of the cartoon model for intensity segmentation
Having introduced a form of prior knowledge which describes the uniformity of the underlying cross section, let us next consider how such models can be exploited in segmenting the image into regions of similar underlying cross section. Three basic classes of intensity segmentation algorithm can be identified which exploit the prior knowledge in different ways, namely: (i) region growing, (ii) region fitting and (iii) edge detection. Before embarking on a discussion of these algorithms two essential prerequisites for a successful segmentation algorithm are proposed. Firstly, all the processing must be automatic, with no operator intervention, for speed of computation. Secondly, the algorithm must be completely general with no tuning to match its performance to each particular image. These two conditions will only be satisfied when the segmentation process is driven entirely by the data and the theoretical properties of SAR images. Only algorithms which meet these two conditions are discussed in this review.
Region growing
This class of algorithm embodies prior knowledge that the intensities in neighbouring pixels are 'similar' (Oddy and Rye 1983, Ali and Burge 1988) . This local similarity rule employs an imprecise form of prior knowledge and so would not he expected to yield such good results as those from methods with more detailed information. However, as a corollary, it might be expected to be less sensitive to incorrect prior knowledge. While the approach can he successfully applied in imaging with weak additive noise, in coherent imaging, such as SAR, the high noise level makes any such direct comparison of pixel intensities unsuccessful. Accordingly, the image data is first smoothed in order to reduce the noise level. As a result these methods are comparatively ineffective in terms of either intensity sensitivity, due to averaging over too small a sample (Oddy and Rye 1983) , or resolution, due to smoothing over too large a sample (Ali and Burge 1988) , see for example figure 2(b). The difficulty stems from the adoption of single-scale smoothing algorithms rather than an adaptive filter of varying region size (Rosenfeld and Thurston 1971). High-intensity differences can he detected with only small regions, whereas low-intensity differences require large regions to yield adequate sensitivity. There is an obvious similarity between the ideal smoothed output generated in the first stage of these algorithms and that arising from the MAP reconstruction technique based on a gamma-distributed prior PDF (see section 3.2). Indeed the latter appears more effective at despeckling without sacrificing resolution, particularly on strong scatterers which are likely to be most important, as shown in figures 2(b) and (e). However, Freitag et ai (1983) have shown that smoothing filters in general offer little or no aid to segmentation procedures. Since the same information was present in the first intensity image, together with the prior knowledge assumed for the smoothing, there is no advantage to be gained by factorizing the process.
Region fitting
The previous section employed the comparatively weak prior knowledge that the underlying cross section in neighbouring pixels tended to be similar. In the present section the more specific model that the cross section can he regarded as a cartoon of regions of constant intensity is exploited. This implies that for each postulated region we may perform detailed information theoretic tests to establish whether the region is in fact uniform. Two classes of segmentation can be identified based on this approach: (i) split/merge algorithms (Horowitz and Pavlidis 1976, Gerbrands and Backer 1984) and (ii) global fitting model (Delves et ai 1988 (Delves et ai , 1991a .
In the split merge class of algorithms a defined region of image is subdivided into four equal segments. We then test the hypothesis that the mean level in each region is the same. If this condition is satisfied we merge the segments, if not we split them. The Student f test, for example, provides a suitable standard test with a threshold probability set to determine whether merging takes place or not. If regions have been split Figure 3 . Intensity segmentation of scene from figure 1 using quad-tree splitting.
then they are further subdivided and tested until consistency is obtained. Alternatively, a related algorithm which relies on splitting alone (Wood 1987a) examines the variance in the intensity over a region and tests whether it is consistent with speckle noise statistics. If the region passes this test the intensity is set to the mean value. If it fails then further splitting will take place until the final regions satisfy the test. A result obtained from the SAR image shown in figure 1 when this quad-tree splitting algorithm is applied is shown in figure 3 . In the splitting process the threshold between regions was at 1 SD of the normalized variance. The main features of the images have been preserved in this segmentation. However, features on a small spatial scale, such as the lines of trees in the wood and the hedges have been lost. This effect is a standard problem with segmentation algorithms and reflects the compromise between reducing the false alarm rate, by increasing the filter size, and consequently degrading the resolution. A further infelicity in this segmented image is the obvious 'blocky' structure deriving from the fixed origins of the quad-tree splitting process: note, however, that this method is very rapid since it is inherently simple.
A more sophisticated algorithm, based on the same cartoon model prior knowledge, is to attempt a rigorous global fit to the image (Delves et al1988,1991a . Let us assume the cartoon (uniform region) representation of the image. We produce a model image consisting of subregions of constant strength and fit this to the observed data using approximation theoretic techniques based on an iterative least squares fit. The number of subregions is increased one by one until the reconstruction with the smallest number of subregions which satisfies the speckle statistics is found.
In principle, this method is inherently rigorous and global in that all component positions, shapes, sizes and strengths can he tested. Thus, the method will not be trapped in a false minimum solution. However, the computational cost is high, indeed it is prohibitive except in a simple one-dimensional implementation (Delves et a1 1988) . In addition, the technique depends on the physical scattering model for the speckle statistics in testing the goodness of fit and assumes regions of uniform intensity, the cartoon model. If either of these assumptions is invalid the results are obviously spurious. The cartoon model itself can be upgraded to 1502 allow for more sophisticated models, such as a linear variation of strength across a region. However, any such sophistication will introduce a further computational cost in addition to what is already an expensive process.
In order to generalize the exact one-dimensional technique which tests all possible configurations to two dimensions, heuristic region-growing algorithms are introduced to reduce the number of options considered (Delves et a1 1991a) . The success of such an approach would depend on the validity of these heuristics, which basically encapsulate a further level of prior knowledge about typical scenes. The major extensions required for such an algorithm include the following.
(i) The definition of the subregions allows for arbitrary shape.
(ii) The method for region 'growing' allows individual pixels, or groups of pixels, to be added to these regions and tested for an improvement in the fit quality.
(iii) The choice of starting point for a new subregion can no longer include all possibilities since the computation time would he prohibitive. We introduce a heuristic approach which attempts to select a 'good', rather than the 'best', start point based on a high value of the local average image intensity which should correspond to a high cross section value.
These heuristic steps prevent the algorithm from providing the true analytic solution to the segmentation problem in two dimensions, as was achieved in one dimension. However, provided the heuristic rules represent the real scene adequately, the results should be close to the exact solution. When this algorithm is applied to a SAR image, results such as those shown in figure 4 are obtained. In figure 4(a) we show the detected edges for the SAR image of figure 2(a) while figure 4(b) shows the average values in each of these segments. It is apparent that the technique is achieving its aim. However, such an assessment is purely subjective. It is therefore necessary to introduce some objective procedure based on deterministic cross section fluctuations, which tests the fidelity of different segmentation algorithms in reproducing the important features of the cross section fluctuations. This issue has been addressed by Delves eta1 (1991b). Based on these tests we may assign figures of merit for the performance of the different segmentation algorithms in reconstructing a variety of test images which contain features selected to represent typical SAR image structures. Another important property of a segmentation algorithm, in addition to its fidelity, is the speed of operation. The technique described above performs well in terms of fidelity hut is very complicated and therefore lengthy to run, though it is still orders of magnitude faster than the simulated annealing techniques referred to in section 3.3. 
Edge detection
A complementary approach to segmentation based on seeking to grow or fit regions of similar intensity is to search for the edges between these regions. Again this class of edge-detection algorithms can be divided into methods which use comparatively ad hoc edge detectors based on the local similarity model, and those which make explicit use of the full cartoon model.
Among other general edge detection techniques which could be applied to this problem are those similar to the Sobel edge detector. Many of these are discussed by Abdou and Pratt (1979) . Since they depend only weakly on the form of the cross section they would be expected to give comparatively poor results in the noisy SAR imagery. Indeed, it is well known that a poor signal-to-noise ratio renders standard segmentation schemes devised for additive noise images inappropriate (Frost et al 1982, Grimsom and Pavlidis 1985) . Another form of edge detector proposed as a model for human vision (Marr and Hildreth 1980) , is based on the Laplacian of a Gaussian (LOG) filter. When applied to single-look SAR images this is found to give a very poor performance (Giess 1984) . Bovik (1988) conducted a detailed analysis of this filter and compared it with a ratio of averages (ROA) detector. The comparison illustrates the pay-offs between resolution and reliability; the LOG filter gives higher resolution edge detection with many false alarms, while the ROA detector, which averages over a window, gives fewer false alarms but poorer resolution, as we would expect from the smoothing results in figure 2(b) . All these filters fail to exploit the full cartoon model and, therefore, lose in terms of performance.
Information from SAR images
Frost et al(1982) improved on these filters by introducing the hypothesis that the cross section within a small region (9 X 9 pixels) is uniform and performing a maximum likelihood test. This hypothesis test is related to those performed in the region-fitting techniques except that it uses a fixed filter size. The results demonstrate improved performance with respect to the other edge detectors, as one would expect since more specific prior knowledge is introduced. However, the test is limited by the fact that only two classes within a region are considered. Obviously this prevents the use of a variable filter size since one would expect more classes to be included as the filter size increases. In spite of the observed improvement the technique cannot handle the noise level of single-look SAR.
An edge-detection algorithm which combines the cartoon model for the underlying cross section with an adaptive filter size has been proposed by White (1986 White ( , 1991a . This comprises two stages, edge detection and region merging. Both algorithms are adaptive in that they employ a variety of filter sizes.
The edge detection algorithm operates as follows:
(i) a series of rectangular masks, varying in size from 3 x 3 to 57 x 13 are constructed, starting from the smallest;
(ii) the average intensities in the two halves ( A and E ) are calculated; (iii) if ( ( A ) -(@)/(standard error of the mean difference) >threshold, then set edge pixel.
An important property of the algorithm is that it does not evaluate the local statistics over a small filter in order to make the decision in (iii). This would introduce a noisy estimate of the standard error. Rather, it evaluates the error over the entire currently identified region. Thus on the first application the image will comprise only a single region and the decision is based on the standard error over the whole scene. Obviously, as the segmented regions tend towards the 'true' underlying regions the test will converge towards the theoretical condition implied by speckle noise. The algorithm is then compatible with the theoretical prediction of equation (3.1). The threshold level is chosen such that the number of false alarms on pure speckle is acceptably low; a figure of 2.3 is found to give reasonable performance.
Bright edges will be detected with the smallest masks, i.e. with high resolution. Since the algorithm commences with these, high-resolution edges are detected first; the edges are retained and the pixels are excluded from further stages of the algorithm. Weak edges will be detected later with larger masks. Thus the edge-detection algorithm is adaptive in matching its resolution to signal strength. However, the detected edge image still retains many false edges and gaps corresponding to statistical fluctuations in performance (iii).
The region-merging stage also operates in an adaptive fashion; this time commencing with large regions.
A series of large disks is laid on the edge image in such 1503 a way that they do not contain any detected edges. If the discs are adjacent they they are merged to define a set of regions which may not be subsequently split. After the large test regions have been applied, one adopts smaller disc templates which are then merged with the larger regions where they touch or retained as separate, as before. If they touch more than one region they are merged with that having the nearer mean value. They may not be used to merge two larger regions which have already been set up. The process is repeated with decreasing templates until all the pixels except the edges have been allocated to a region. The edge pixels are then combined into nearest regions in a similar fashion leading to the set of regions of uniform intensity with the outlines shown in figure 4(c) . It is apparent that most of the edges between regions appear consistent with the original image ( figure 2(a) ) without many residual false alarm edge detections. Finally, the segmented intensity is shown in figure 4(d) , in which each closed region has the average intensity for that region.
It is apparent that this segmentation method certainly gives a 'good' representation of the scene, at least so far as the human observer is concerned. If we compare it with the simulated annealing result in figure Z ( f ) it is apparent that it contains many more segments. This suggests that the criterion which prevents boundaries forming in the SRA method could be relaxed further to allow more segments to he formed. Alternatively, the threshold for merging regions in the edgedetection scheme could be increased so that larger regions are grown. The results obtained with this edgedetection method are visually of the same quality as those of the region-fitting approach, see figure 4(b). A detailed comparison against a set of standard patterns in the objective test suite (Delves et al 1991b) shows that the overall goodness of fit for this edge-detection and region-merging scheme is actually slightly 'better' than the global fitting method, in addition to being about an order of magnitude faster in execution. This advantage arises from the heuristics of the algorithm, which appear to match the underlying nature of the scene more closely than the global fitting representation.
Change detection
Intensity segmentation reduces the data bandwidth required to transmit the image information since many of the pixels have the same intensity. A factor of an order of magnitude reduction compared with the original image might be typical. In addition, we may introduce a further aspect of simplistic prior knowledge, namely that a 'target' of interest is present only when the image contains a comparatively small region (say 1 6 x 6 pixels) of high intensity. Thus we may identify those regions, resulting from the segmentation process, which satisfy this size criterion as suitable candidate 'targets'. This operation could reduce the required data bandwidth by about another order of magnitude. However, a more significant gain can be made if we compare pairs of images of the same scene, taking at different times, and identify only those objects which have appeared, or disappeared, between images. An essential requirement for this to succeed is that the ground positions of individual pixels in the two scenes should correspond to within the resolution of the sensor. In a previous review (Oliver 1989a ) it was demonstrated how such linear images could be obtained by phase correcting the SAR data based on the autofocus properties. When individual scenes are linearized in this fashion and then registered by correlation, it is possible to make the desired comparison of the detected objects (Wood 1987h, 1988 , Wood er al 1988, White and Oliver 1990, Oliver and White 1990b) . Such a result is illustrated in figure 5 . The top two images are small areas selected from large SAR images of the same region, taken on different days, and autofocused and linearized in the usual fashion. Image A obviously contains some objects in the centre which are not present in image B. It is also apparent that there is a strong return from the structure, a stadium, nearer the top of both images. A pair of gantries on the stadium provide the strongest scattering in the scene. At the bottom of both scenes are some bushes and trees. In the lower left image those objects which have been detected in image A but not in B are shown while the right-hand image shows the converse. Comparing the detected objects with the original images indicates good evidence for each detection. In fact the ground truth for this situation specified the presence of two large vehicles and two smaller ones in image A. However, a variety of other metallic objects, such as loading ramps and even including other vehicles, was present within the scene at various times without being reported. The detected objects in image B but not A, on the right of the scene, are associated with a gymkhana occurring on the other day. It is apparent that this method is capable of automatically detecting any vehictes within the view of the SAR. Indeed, any feature of the scene, such as trees or huildings, could be inspected for changes in the same way, leading to useful applications in remote sensing.
The crucial elements in this totally automatic technique are the image linearization and registration together with the segmentation. This method requires no operator intervention and operates by introducing well defined, simple, prior knowledge into the interpretation of the raw data. Since no operator intervention is required, the method is suitable for real time execution on parallel computing architectures as reported by Oliver and White (1990b) . If we consider the data bandwidth required to report only the changedetected objects then typically a reduction of about four orders of magnitude compared with the original data is obtained. When we consider that the original imagery comprises a data rate of about 1 to 10 million pixels per second, it is obvious that sophisticated image-understanding algorithms cannot be executed on each pixel. However, after change detection we only need to operate at about 100 to 1000 pixels per second, which is certainly conceivable. Thus the importance of the change detection technique is to cue the higher level image-understanding, which may be carried out automatically or by an operator.
Correlated surface cross section model
The problem with all prior knowledge models is that when they are applied inappropriately the results are misleading, In the previous section a constant cross section (cartoon) model for the underlying scene which lead to a series of intensity segmentation techniques was discussed. However, it is obvious that such a representation of the underlying cross section is incomplete, e.g. as a description of a tree. An optical image of a woodland scene, a typical example of natural clutter, is illustrated in figure 6(a) . Some of the larger trees in the region indicated by the rectangle, have a diameter of about 6 pixels (1 pixel = 1.5 X 1.5m). The shadows cover a much larger region. Note that in this image the illumination is from the bottom of the picture. The corresponding SAR image is shown in figure 6(b) with the particular region again delineated by a rectangle. In this case the radar illumination is from the top of the image so that shadows are in the opposite direction. It is apparent that, in addition to speckle fluctuations, the cross section across a single tree varies from pixel to pixel so that when the scene is segmented, as shown in figure 6(c) , many of the intensity fluctuations are treated as noise. Thus the image is segmented into larger regions with many individual trees lost. The shadows have a uniform intensity and are more adequately represented. However, the failure lies, not in the execution of the segmentation method, but in the inappropriate model for the expected intensity, i.e. the prior knowledge employed. Obviously some clutter model which attempts to represent the underlying texture would be more appropriate. For natural clutterhuch as the wood example of figure 6, this texture demonstrates a random structure which suggests that a noise model might be appropriate for such a description.
As a first stage in characterizing the intensity statistics for a typical clutter scene we need to re-examine the implications of its compound nature, comprising cross section fluctuations and speckle, as represented by equation (2.10). A successful demonstration of this factorization property was first reported by Ward (1981, 1982) for an analysis of sea clutter viewed by a real aperture radar. This was made possible by the fact that there were two distinct time constants associated with the clutter returns. Firstly there were short-time fluctuations corresponding to the random interference between the many scattering centres, associated with the capillary waves, within each resolution cell. These typically have short lifetimes compared with the interval between pulses in a radar system so that each pulse gives rise to an independent speckle contribution. On the other hand, the underlying cross section associated with the swell structure has a much longer time constant. By summing many radar pulses the speckle contribution can he averaged out while the swell structure remains.
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Ward thus provided strong evidence that typical radar clutter was formed by precisely the type of compound process described in the physical scattering model in section 2. The next stage to consider is the form that the underlying cross section itself might take in such a clutter model. Suppose we were to assume that this is a homogeneous, ergodic, noise process. In fact the condition for homogeneity is violated as the texture is observed to vary across the scene. However, it may he possible to regard a given area of similar texture as a member of an ensemble of noise textures all having the s a n e properties. Clutter scenes would then he made up of regions of differing noise textures. Once this cross section term is defined, the effects of imaging, described in section 2, could then be analysed.
Since the two processes were separable, Ward (1981, 1982) was able to study them individually. He showed that the speckle contribution to the signal amplitude was Rayleigh distributed, corresponding to the negative-exponential intensity distribution observed in regions of SAR imaging where the cross section is constant (see section 2.1). The residual fluctuations after averaging, which should represent the underlying cross section, corresponded to a gamma distribution of the form of equation (3.11). Note that this equation is expressed in a different (though equivalent) form from that adopted by Ward. Provided that there are many random scatterers per resolution cell, rhe inrensiry ix rhe image in singie-iook coherent imaging (SAR) will then he K distributed so that where K , _ , is the modified Bessel function ( K distribution) of order U -1.
The same type of clutter statistics were also derived from an entirely different point of view. As shown in section 2.1, the speckle property of SAR imagery arises from the central limit theorem which predicts that for large numbers of random scatterers the resultant field should have a Gaussian PDF. Jakeman and Pusey (1976) showed that a different limiting distribution would be obtained if the number of scatterers were assumed to have a negative binomial distribution. Even with large numbers of scatterers we would observe significant fluctuations in the number of scatterers from one cell to the next. On scattering coherent radiation from these, the PDF of the detected intensity would also be K distributed (Jakeman and Pusey 1976 , 1977 , 1978 , Jakeman 1980 ). Since the negative binomial distribution is extensively used in statistical analysis, this puts this clutter model on a similar footing to standard statistical methods. An analogous approach (Oliver 1984 (Oliver , 1985a is to consider the effective cross section per resolution cell, which is obviously related to the number of scatterers within the cell. If this cross section has a gamma-distributed PDF, which is the continuum analogue of the negative binomial distribution, then the resultant intensity is again K distributed. In order 1977 , Ward 1981 , Fante 1984 , Jao 1984 , Oliver 1984 , 1985a . In table 2 a comparison of the normalized intensity moments for scattering from the indicated wooded area in figure h is shown as an example. The measured intensity moments are given in column 2. These are compared with those for a K distribution having the same second moment as the data. For a K distribution the nth normalized intensity moment has the form (Jakeman and Pusey 1978 , Oliver 1985a Equation (7.2) should br cumparcd with equation (2.17) which includes the effect of the imaging process on a correlated texture. In making this comparison it is importantto consider the uncertainties in the measured data, taken from and included in column 4 of the table.
It is apparent from the table that the predicted moments are in agreement, within the expected uncertainties, over the first four moments. This suggests that the K-distributed model is a reasonable representation of the data. This serves as the justification for the choice of a gamma-distributed prior PDF in the Bayesian MAP reconstruction described in section 3.2. However, if we consider the higher moments in table 2 there appears to be a trend that the measured results are consistently less than the predictions. This discrepancy reveals the inadequacy of a description based solely on the single-point statistics.
A complete description of the cross section, or detected intensity, should entail both the single-point statistics and also multi-point correlation properties. Furthermore, the observed intensity will depend on the response of the instrument through which it is imaged, as shown in section 2. Obviously structures with high spatial frequencies will tend to be smoothed in the imaging process such that, even if the original surface were gamma distributed, the observed intensity would be less spikey tkan the expected K distribution. The higher moments of such a distribution would be expected t o be suppressed more than the lower ones, as is apparent in table 2.
In fact, the K-distributed noise model can be generalized to include correlation properties. Mathematically, a gamma-distributed noise process is equivalent to a random walk in 2u dimensions (Oliver 1Y85a). As such it is a fundamentally Gaussian process in which all the higher order correlation properties are contained in the two-point covariance function or autocorrelation function, ACF. A convenient property is that thermal noise corresponds to the special case of the gamma distribution when v = 1. Gamma-distributed noise can thus be expressed as a random walk over Y independent contributions of thermal noise (Oliver 1984 (Oliver , 1985a and appropriate factorization properties derived (Oliver 1985a) . Derivations of the higher order correlation moments for a variety of surface types have been provided elsewhere (Oliver 1985a) . The observed intensity ACF, for example, can then be derived by substituting the appropriate surface ACF into equation (2.15). The equivalent results for the single-pixel statistics can be derived from equation (2.17), which includes the filtering effect of the imaging process.
In general, these results are not analytic but require numerical evaluation. However, a variety of special cases have been treated analytically. For a focused SAR the envelope of the instrument function can be deduced from the ACF of the received field, as defined in equation (2.13). The underlying phase factors required in the evaluation of (2.15) and (2.17) have to be assumed, however. Analyses using rectangular (,Oliver 1985a) or Gaussian (Oliver . 1988b ) instrument functions have been reported. The Gaussian form,
where W, and W, are the instrumental linewidths along the x and y axes, approximates the observed instrument response and is also analytically convenient. Once the instrument function is defined we next consider the form of the surface ACF. In general this can only be deduced from the measurements of the intensity ACF, a typical inverse problem. However, analytic treatment is possible for a few simple forms of surface cross section representation, such as a single, narrowband, noise source (Oliver 1985a (Oliver , 1988b ; two narrowband noise sources (Oliver 1985a) ; and a narrowband noise source with local oscillator (Oliver 1985a . This analysis makes use of the fact that gamma-distributed noise can be expressed in terms of thermal noise contributions (Oliver 1985a) whose properties have been derived elsewhere, e.g. in the photon correlation literature (Jakeman 1974) . The correlated noise plus local oscillator form can be adopted as a represcntation of typical textures (Oliver 1988b) . As well as including the single narrowband noise form, it also introduces a periodicity into the texture. Finally, derivations for either two-dimensional Lorentzian (Oliver 1985a or Gaussian (Oliver , 1988b surface spectra have been reported. The Gaussian form has the advantage that contributions along orthogonal axes of the image are separable, unlike the Lorentzian case (Oliver 1988b) .
The simplest description of a surface might be encapsulated in the following five variables: orientation angle, contrast, period, and correlation lengths along x and y axes. A convenient form of the ACF for a gamma-distributed surface which contained these variables would be two narrowband noise sources of the same strength with a Gaussian spectrum. In this case the surface ACF would have the form In fact we may construct a hierarchy of processes of the form of equation (7.4). For subsequent components we assume that the axis orientation and order parameter are unchanged and that the processes are not periodic and then sum the correlated contributions, gi2)(X, Y ) -1, with varying relative strengths. The additional parameters are, therefore, characterized by three parameters only, i.e. relative strength and correlation lengths along the X and Y axes.
Expressed in this simple form, exact expressions for the intensity ACF and the single-pixel moments can he derived (Oliver , 1988b . Furthermore, the parameters of the surface can be deduced directly from the intensity ACF, which is important when we come to consider texture classification in section 8.3. In fact, the texture of the woods enclosed in the rectangle in figure 6 can be represented by the following parameters: Gaussian imaging function widths, W, = 0.51, W, = 1.39 pixels; axis rotation, 13.8"; order parameter, Y = 1.79; no periodic component but two others with values (i) s, (strength) = 1.0, Ix = 3.18 pixels, I, = 2.42 pixels; (ii) s2 = 0.467, 1, = 8.42 pixels, I, = 2.42 pixels. While this parametrized representation of the texture is very compact, when compared with the spectrum measured over the entire sample, it obviously lacks the complexity of the real texture.
In this section it has been shown how regarding the cross section as a noise process with a gammadistributed PDF and a specified ACF is capable of providing a complete description (Oliver 1984 . 1985a of all the observed intensity properties. In particular, the dependence of the ohserved intensity moments as a function of resolution, based on a highresolution measurement of the ACF. has demonstrated the validity of the model when applied to natural clutter textures. In the next three sections areas in which this clutter model can be used to improve our understanding of SAR images are considered.
Implications of the surface model
In the previous section I introduced a form of correlated noise model to represent clutter textures. In this section some of the implications of this model for image understanding are examined. In section 8. I its effect on clutter simulation is discussed; texture classification and segmentation based on the model is described in section 8.2.
Clutter simulation
An area in which we can exploit the correlated noise clutter model is in the simulation of textures which share the identical statistical properties, defined in terms of the ACF of single-pixel moments of the intensity. This has value in training human interpreters and in assessment of automatic classification and detection algorithms. In addition. the extent to which simulated textures are indistinguishable from the original SAR image to an observer indicates the validity of the model.
In previous sections I have vindicated the compound model for ACF clutter. in which cross section and speckle contributions were separated. The simulation process can be similarly factorized into a stage to generate a cross section variable followed by a speckling (coherent imaging) stage. Following this two-stage process. all the correlation properties of the original image should he reproduced in the simulated texture. In principle this could he achieved using a simulated annealing approach, as discussed in section 3.3. However, the execution time of any such method renders it unattractive. As a simple option we may introduce a method which attempts merely to reproduce the average two-point statistics of the texture (i.e. the ACF) by passing white noise through a linear filter Tough 1986) . Of course, provided the correlated noise model introduced in section 7 holds, this will actually be a sufficient description of the complete noise properties.
As a demonstration of the effectiveness of the technique a set of simulated textures for the woods texture is shown in figure 7 . These are compared with the original SAR texture which is shown on the top right.
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Figure 7. Simulated textures for the indicated region of the woods based on the SAR image of figure 6(b) . The original SAR image texture is included for comparison in the top right of the figure.
The intensities are displayed on a logarithmic scale which emphasizes the low intensities. It is apparent that the simulated textures appear very similar to the original SAR texture. Indeed, if we use a statistical test to compare the simulations with the original data and the K-distributed clutter model we find that the ACFS of both are consistent with theory (Oliver 1988b) . In addition, the ACFS are mutually consistent. indicating that the technique succeeds in reproducing the data ACF exactly. Thus, any visual discrepancy between the textures represents a breakdown of the model, rather than a failure of the simulation method. Detailed visual comparisons of the simulated and original textures reveal some diffcrences in regions of the original image corresponding to shadows which are less marked in the simulation. On the whole. however, a wide range of clutter textures in SAR, real aperture radar and sonar are all well reproduced by the simulation method (Oliver 1986, 198Xa, b) . This serves as a vindication of the validity of the model, at least for natural clutter textures.
In the previous example the form of the surface weighting function was derived from the observed intensity ACF. It is instructive to note that the optical image texture (figure 6 ( u ) ) is determined by the same geometrical properties, e.g. tree size and position. Thus. while the variation in contrast in the scene would not be expected to be related in the two types of image, we might well expect the form of the two ACFS to be similar. This is in fact observed for the regions denoted by the rectangles in figure 6 ( a ) and ( b ) (Garside and Oliver 1988, 1989) . Essentially, the two ACFS are indistinguishable, except that the optical image has structure on smaller spatial scales since the resolution is higher. A set of simulated textures for the same woods texture, hased on the ACF of the optical image, is illustrated in figure 8 . The original image is now the second from the left on the bottom. Again, the textures all have consistent ACFS. However, as before, slight discrepancies are visible associated with regions of shadow in the original image. Since, inherently, the correlated noise model can take no account of such anticorrelations, these visible differences indicate a failure of the model rather than of the simulation method. It must be stressed that these differences are only visible on a logarithmic plot. If linear scales are used the structure at high intensities is indistinguishable. This section on clutter texture simulation has given further evidence that the main properties of natural clutter textures can, indeed, be well represented by the correlated clutter model. In the next section this model is used in the classification of clutter textures.
Model-based texture classification and segmentation
In section 7 simple analytic forms for the surface ACF were introduced. I noted that they allowed the surface to be represented by a small number of parameters, e.g. five, at the expense of being incapable of reflecting the complexity of the real ACF structure. Of course, this discrepancy would only be visible over large areas of texture. In many situations we require to characterize texture over much smaller regions, for example in texture segmentation. As this region size shrinks, the complexity of the surface ACFS that can be distinguished will be reduced. In the limit we may well be reduced to the simplest possible parametrization in terms of orientation angle, order parameter, period and the two linewidths, as defined in equation (7.4).
In this section I shall derive the accuracy with which these parameters can be obtained, following previous work (Oliver 1989b (Oliver , c, 1990 ) and discuss the implications for texture classification and segmentation.
The intensity ACF is related to the surface ACF as shown in equation (2.15). For Nyquist sampled data, individual samples have uncorrelated speckle contributions and the intensity ACF can be reduced to the simple form
which is the same as the surface ACF except for the additional delta-correlated speckle terms. In seeking to classify small regions of the texture, as a precursor to texture segmentation, I shall adopt the approach of fitting these parameters to the intensity ACF estimates for each region. In order to derive the errors in the parameter fits we need to investigate the dependence of fluctuations in U , lx, ly, Q and the rotation angle with respect to the imaging axes; for simplicity we shall Information from SAR images ignore the latter initially. We observe that there are two separate contributions to the error in the ACF estimate (Oliver 1990 This contribution is found to be uncorrelated and is essentially equal to the error in the ACF at very large lags (Oliver 1990) . From equation (8.1) it is obvious that the error in v will be dominated by the fluctuations in the scaling parameter between separate estimates of the ACF, i.e. by the variance of the normalized second moment of the intensity. Hence it can be shown that the error in v will be given by 
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where N, is the intensity correlation area which is defined in terms of the intensity ACF (Oliver 1989b) . For the non-periodic surface The errors in the other parameters depend on the fluctuations between the observed coefficients at different lags within a single ACF estimate which are given by (Oliver 1989c (Oliver , 1990 In order to estimate the errors we minimize the mean square difference between the data estimate G and the predicted form using the current parameter estimates (Oliver 1989c (Oliver , 2990 
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for the periodic surface. These results have been shown to be consistent with simulation for large subregions (e.g. 128 x 128). For smaller region sizes the edge effects, where N -I, , l,, become important and the similarity is lost (Oliver 1990) . Unfortunately, it is in precisely this regime that we wish to apply the texture classification process. Classification is performed by first determining the relevant parameter values for a small region (say 32 x 32 pixels). Suppose we wish to classify each of the Nf features into NcI classes, making a total of N o = ( N c I ) N f options for each texture. A convenient approach is to adopt a weighted Euclidean classifier. We define a normalized residual, R ( j , k) for the jth class of the kth feature by 
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W , k ) = where x ( k ) is the fitted parameter value for the kth feature and p ( j , k) and u(j, k) are the mean and standard deviation (sD), respectively, for the jth class of the kth feature. For large region sizes these can he derived theoretically from the results above. For smaller region sizes they must be determined by training. When the region size is comparable to the correlation lengths of the texture a further limitation is introduced into the classification process. The individual features are no longer independent, even though they were when introduced in the original clutter model. For example, once the correlation length is of the order of the region dimension, the underlying cross section does not vary to its full extent across the region so that the apparent contrast is reduced, thus destroying the independence of those parameters. Under these conditions it is not possible to classify the features separately; we must consider each of the N o possible options. The correct classification is found by summing R ( j , k)* over all N , features (i.e. over k) for each of these N o options. The minimum value of this summed residual then represents the best fit (Oliver 1990) .
As a demonstration of the effectiveness of parameter fitting as a means of texture classification let us consider the montage of textures in figure 9 (Oliver and White 1990a) . We adopt a non-periodic ACF with identical linewidths in the two directions. The textures are thus characterized by the values of the parameters figure 9 correspond to: (1) U = 0.09, 1 = 2.52; (2) U = 0.09, 1 = 4.0; (3) U = 0.09, 1 = 6.55; (4) U = 0.5, 1 = 2.52; (5) U = 0.5, 1 = 4.0; (6) U = 0.5, 1 = 6.55;(7) u = 1 . 7 2 , 1 = 2 . 5 2 ; ( 8 ) u = 1 . 7 2 , 1 = 4 . 0 ; ( 9 ) U = 1.72, 1 = 6.55; arranged as described in the figure caption. Two sets of images of 512 x 512 pixels are simulated for each texture. One is used for training, which, in this instance, requires determining the mean and SD of each parameter. The second is used as the test example. A montage of typical samples of such correlated noise textures, extracted from figure 9, is illustrated in figure 10 to indicate the severity of the classification problem. We summarize the results, shown in columns 4 to 6 of table 3, in the form of the probability of correct classification for each texture. Both the test and training set results are given and compared with theoretical predictions based on the simple assumption that the fit values for the two feature parameters are independent and normally distributed. In spite of the known inadequacy of this assumption, the agreement between theory and simulation is surprisingly good. The close agreement between the results for the test and training data confirms that the training set was large enough to include virtually all possible textures within these classes.
The results of table 3 demonstrate how classification can he performed based on the correlated noise model. Of course, in the simulation we used the same model as that adopted for classification. Only the parameter values were unknown. Arbitrary textures will he less well represented by the model. However, note that the typical changes in the texture parameters which are distinguishable in this process are comparatively gross. This implies that it is extremely difficult to extract textural information from such a small subimage. Under these conditions the distinction between types of model is of less significance than the uncertainty in their fit values. Furthermore, in the present example we have only considered two parameters to describe the noise model. A minimum general requirement, including periodicity, is to use five parameters. This suggests that only very coarse classification will be possible with subimages as small as 32 x 32 pixels.
It is instructive to compare the performance of this model-based classification technique with that achieved by neural network methods (Oliver and White 1990a) . For the same set of sample textures a technique based on Kohonen (1984) quantization and the multi-layer perceptron (Rumelhart er nl 1986) approached these model-based results with an average success rate of about 50%, compared to about 71% for the modelbased results. Human observers achieved about 47% correct classification with the same data. This indicates the advantage of using a specific prior-knowledge model where possible. However, the preliminary results with the neural network indicate that the method is capable of learning the same texture properties and using them in classification.
Classification of small subimages in terms of the simple noise model can be adopted as an initial stage in a texture segmentation algorithm. The output of the classification stage is treated as a set of images, one for each feature, which could then be simultaneously segmented, using the type of technique discussed in section 5. Note that the coarseness of the classification over a suhimage of 32 x 32 pixels renders the resolution of any such texture segmentation very poor compared with intensity segmentation. Obviously the parameter-fitting stage in such a process is likely to be rather time consuming. Other more rapid parametrizations of the ACF can he envisaged. However, these may not yield such good results as the modelfitting approach, since this is matched precisely to the form of the noise and utilizes the information within the texture optimally. Thus, any other texture classification technique needs to he calibrated against this model-based approach to establish the extent to which it is capable of extracting the full information content from the texture.
Limltations of the correlated noise clutter model
Random noise of the type used in the model has the essential properties of homogeneity and ergodicity.
Information from SAR images Flgure 11. SAR image of an urban scene with a sample texture indicated by a rectangular outline.
Homogeneity implies that the statistical properties of the noise are identical whatever point of origin is considered. This means that such a texture would have essentially infinite extent. Clearly, SAR scenes must he regarded as inhomogeneous in the sense that they consist of regions of well separated types of texture with clearly defined boundaries between them, e.g. trees, fields, roads, towns, rivers, coast lines, etc. As mentioned earlier, though this condition is clearly invalid, it may still be possible to use it within an extended region of similar texture. The question of how such regions are defined reveals the problems of seeking to identify the boundaries between such textures, particularly where the conditions vary comparatively slowly. In addition, it may be possible to demonstrate that apparent violations of homogeneity merely exist because the samples have not been taken over an area sufficiently large for all correlations to have disappeared. Ergodicity implies that an ensemble average over a set of textures is identical to the spatial average over the texture. Clearly this too is violated for an inhomogeneous texture.
A further implication of the homogeneity and ergodicity conditions is apparent when we consider the two-point, or higher, correlation moments of the texture. The ACF is defined in terms of the average of the coefficients I,I,+,., etc, over an ensemble of identical textures. Homogeneity and ergodicity implies that this is identical to the spatial average of these properties over all origins j . Thus the correlation properties depend only on the relative lag value, not on the point of origin. This condition is obviously violated by manmade clutter, such as urban areas. A particularly graphic example of this is illustrated in figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 is a SAR image of urban clutter with a particular region identified for simulation. Figure 12 shows the simulated result. Even though the characteristic blob size and orientation is obtained, the structure is smeared out over the whole region rather than localized, as in the original image. Thus, use of the ACF to represent the texture averages the fluctuations due, for example, to individual houses over the entire region and so weakens them. Even in the simulated woods textures in figure 7 , the effect of averaging the shadows over the entire scene and not retaining their connection with the bright blobs (trees) is the cause of the slight discrepancy observed. Note that the ACFS of Figure 12 . Simulation results for t h e texture selected from figure 11. The original SAR texture is included for comparison on t h e top right. the simulated textures are still completely consistent with the original data.
Thus, the fundamental requirements for such a noise model are clearly violated by essentially all SAR clutter. The comparative success of the model in representing rural clutter shows that it can still be applied with caution under some restricted conditions. As such it may well be a useful tool.
In addition to strong violation of the necessary conditions for the noise model described above, we note a less significant possible discrepancy. The correlated gamma noise model depends on an underlying Gaussian random walk such that all higher order properties can be expressed in terms of the ACF. There is no conclusive physical justification for such a model. Indeed, the simulation method itself does not actually satisfy this model. If the higher order correlation properties are not contained in the ACF, it is necessary to measure them specifically in order to exploit all the textural information.
In the light of these problems with the correlated noise model for clutter it is instructive to enquire what further progress could be made in characterizing textures. One such approach is to consider the forward imaging problem for typical structures, such as buildings and trees, so as to understand the deterministic relationships between the scattered field in neighbouring pixels. Images would then be made up by combining groups of these deterministic image templates. For example, an approach to the representation of woodland clutter by a direct scattering model (Garside and Oliver 1989) showed that it was possible to treat the effects of shadowing, tree shape and position as separate properties. In principle, this circumvented the difficulties associated with the noise model. However, it proves difficult to separate the different effects. Detailed studies of the imaging of urban clutter, e.g. buildings, by geometrical theory of diffraction ray tracing methods, incorporating physical optics, are being undertaken (Taket et a1 1991) . It is expected that these forward imaging studies will assist in determining templates for typical structures which may be used in tackling the inverse problem of extracting the information from the images.
Another approach is to note that the breakdown of the noise model demands a more sophisticated characterization of the correlation properties. Provided the 1512 textures are still homogeneous and ergodic we need to establish the average multi-point correlation statistics. If the textures are not even homogeneous then we need to go further and measure the multi-point statistics at every point in the image. Both these requirements can be tackled with neural network techniques which have been applied successfully to radar clutter classification, intensity segmentation and change detection (White 1991a , Oliver and White 1990a , b, White and Oliver 1990 .
The greatest discrepancy between data and the correlated noise model is encountered with targets. The radar returns are then obviously neither homogeneous nor ergodic. Though targets are outside the scope of this review it is worth noting that neural networks are well suited to processing these returns through their ability to represent multi-point correlation properties for each individual pixel. In addition, they are able to encapsulate prior knowledge through training. Another approach to targets is to identify what further prior knowledge could be exploited as a description. A very simple form which permits target super-resolution to be performed makes two very simple assertions:
(i) the background consists of a weak, locally constant, cross section comprising many random scatterers per resolution cell giving rise to speckle;
(ii) a localized target is then imposed on this background with dimensions and strength determined from the original image.
These are basically the prior knowledge assumptions which underly target detection as practiced in, say, air traffic control radars. This form of prior knowledge has been exploited successfully to provide enhanced resolution of the target (Bertero and Pike 1982 , Bertero et a1 1984a , b, Luttrell 1985 , Luttrell and Oliver 1986 . The requirement of such a super-resolution scheme is that it exploits the prior knowledge in a rigorous manner. Bertero and Pike (1982) and Bertero et al (1984a, b) used a singular value decomposition approach while Luttrell (1985) and Luttrell and Oliver (1986) chose a Bayesian reconstruction method which is the same under certain conditions. Note that these techniques still leave unanswered the question of target recognition.
Conclusions
In this review I have illustrated a variety of means whereby one may extract information from SAR images.
In each case this is performed by introducing some prior knowledge about an aspect of the image which is then exploited. Three key questions underly this type of approach: (i) what is an appropriate form of prior knowledge, (ii) how reliable is that prior knowledge and (iii) how is it encapsulated into some model and then exploited? In general it is to be expected that forms of prior knowledge that introduce weaker assumptions can be treated with greater confidence. Therefore, in this review I have commenced with weak prior knowledge, in the form of the physical scattering model, and then progressively increased complexity until the introduction of specific forms of cross section weighting based on the target and background model. In every instance I have introduced the model and described how it is exploited. Examples of where the model proves inadequate and needs further revision have also been given. It is clear that n o global solution will be applicable. Indeed, the problem is of the same complexity as the general perception problem with the additional factors of 100% noise and poor resolution.
These additional effects mean that there is no redundancy in the image, as is usually the case with optical images, for example. Thus the methods described attempt to use all the information contained in the image.
This treatment has been directed a t those areas of SAR image understanding for remote sensing applications which are best understood by myself and colleagues at RSRE. It is in no sense an exhaustive review since it was felt that t o attempt that would be of less value. It is hoped that the various examples of the way in which information can be extracted from SAR images will indicate some of the interesting and exciting possibilities in an extremely complex perception problem. The success achieved so far has led to valuable applications in reconnaissance and surveillance. However, in the light of the magnitude of the problem it can only represent scratching the surface.
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